San Francisco Youth Commission
Minutes ~ Draft
Monday, May 17th, 2021
5:00pm-8:00pm

Public Comment Call-in:
+1-415-655-0001
United States, San Francisco (toll)
Access Code: 187 148 1408

There will be public comment on each item.

Jayden Tanaka, Valentina Alioto-Pier, Lillian Tang, Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, Calvin Quick, Gabrielle Listana, Adrianna Zhang, Gracie Veiga, Ariana Arana, Rome Jones, Erika Morris, Arsema Asfaw, Sarah Cheung, Sarah Ginsburg, Nora Hylton, Amara Santos, Stephen “Rocky” Versace

1. Call to Order and Roll Call for Attendance (Discussion and Possible Action)

Chair Hylton calls the meeting to order at 5:00 pm. Quorum is met.

Sarah Cheung, unexcused absence (AP exam), notified staff today 5/17. Commissioner Alioto-Pier sent an email 6 days in advance requesting an absence.

Commissioner Versace motions to excuse Commissioner Valentina Alioto-Pier’s absence, seconded by Commissioner Zhang. Motion passes by roll call vote.

Roll call vote: Aye / Nay / Abstain
Jayden Tanaka, Aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, Aye
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, Aye
Calvin Quick, Aye
Gabrielle Listana, Aye
Adrianna Zhang, Aye
Gracie Veiga, Aye
Ariana Arana, Aye
Rome Jones, Aye
Erika Morris, Aye
Arsema Asfaw, Aye
Sarah Cheung, absent
Sarah Ginsburg, Aye
Nora Hylton, Aye
Amara Santos, Aye
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, Aye
Roll call attendance: present / absent / excused
Jayden Tanaka, present
Valentina Alioto-Pier, excused absence
Lillian Tang, present
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, present
Calvin Quick, present
Gabrielle Listana, present
Adrianna Zhang, present
Gracie Veiga, present
Ariana Arana, present
Rome Jones, present
Erika Morris, present
Arsema Asfaw, tardy
Sarah Cheung, unexcused absence
Sarah Ginsburg, present
Nora Hylton, present
Amara Santos, present
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, present

2. Approval of Agenda (Action Item)

There is no public comment.

Commissioner Ginsburg motions to approve of the agenda, seconded by Commissioner Zhang. Motion passes by roll call vote.

Roll call vote: Aye / Nay / Abstain
Jayden Tanaka, Aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, Aye
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, Aye
Calvin Quick, Aye
Gabrielle Listana, Aye
Adrianna Zhang, Aye
Gracie Veiga, Aye
Ariana Arana, Aye
Rome Jones, Aye
Erika Morris, Aye
Arsema Asfaw, tardy
Sarah Cheung, absent
Sarah Ginsburg, Aye
Nora Hylton, Aye
Amara Santos, Aye
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, Aye

3. Approval of Minutes (Action Item)

A. May 3rd, 2021
(Document A)
There is no public comment.

Commissioner Quick motions to approve of the May 3rd, 2021 minutes, seconded by Commissioner Ginsburg. Motion passes by roll call vote.

Roll call vote: Aye / Nay / Abstain
Jayden Tanaka, Aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, Aye
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, Aye
Calvin Quick, Aye
Gabrielle Listana, Aye
Adrianna Zhang, Aye
Gracie Veiga, Aye
Ariana Arana, Aye
Rome Jones, Aye
Erika Morris, Aye
Arsema Asfaw, tardy
Sarah Cheung, absent
Sarah Ginsburg, Aye
Nora Hylton, Aye
Amara Santos, Aye
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, Aye

Commissioner Asfaw was having technical difficulties getting in and called in starting 5:10.

4. Public Comment on Items not on Agenda (2 minutes per public comment)

There is no public comment.

5. Consent Calendar (Inform + Decision)

All items hereunder constitute a Consent Calendar. There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Commissioner so requests. In that event, the item will be removed from the Consent Calendar and considered as a separate item immediately following the vote on the rest of the items.

A. BOS File No. 210459 [Supporting the Establishment of a Compassionate Alternative Response Team]
   Sponsors: Supervisors Haney, Preston, Ronen, Walton
   (Document B)

B. [Second Reading] Resolution No. 2021-AL-11 [2550 Irving - Affordable Housing]
   Sponsors: Commissioners Suwanamalik-Murphy and Tanaka
   (Document C)
      - this item has been severed from the consent calendar
      - motion to amend, motion to adopt

C. [Second Reading] Resolution No. 2021-AL-13 [Seamless Transit Principles]
   Sponsor: Housing and Land Use Committee
Commissioner Quick introduces the consent calendar for the above items with the understanding that with no substantial concerns or comment, we have brought on hereon consent. However, for 5B - 2 non substantive clauses, will need an amendment after public comment to severe that item and after we take the items in consent, Commissioner Suwanamalik-Murphy can read it.

There is no public comment.

Commissioner Quick motions to severe 5b to consent and motions to approve the rest of the consent calendar of 5a and 5c, seconded by Commissioner Suwanamalik-Murphy. Motion passes by roll call vote.

Roll call vote: Aye / Nay / Abstain
Jayden Tanaka, Aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, Aye
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, Aye
Calvin Quick, Aye
Gabrielle Listana, Aye
Adrianna Zhang, Aye
Gracie Veiga, Aye
Ariana Arana, Aye
Rome Jones, Aye
Erika Morris, Aye
Arsema Asfaw, Aye
Sarah Cheung, absent
Sarah Ginsburg, Aye
Nora Hylton, Aye
Amara Santos, Aye
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, Aye

Commissioner Suwanamalik-Murphy reads the amended resolution to the record.

Commissioner Quick motion to adopt the amendments that Commissioner Suwanamalik-Murphy into the resolution [2550 Irving - Affordable Housing], seconded by Commissioner Santos. Motion passes by roll call vote.

Roll call vote: Aye / Nay / Abstain
Jayden Tanaka, Aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, Aye
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, Aye
Calvin Quick, Aye
Gabrielle Listana, Aye
Adrianna Zhang, Aye
Gracie Veiga, Aye
Ariana Arana, Aye
Rome Jones, Aye
Erika Morris, Aye
Arsema Asfaw, Aye
Sarah Cheung, absent
Sarah Ginsburg, Aye
Nora Hylton, Aye
Amara Santos, Aye
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, Aye

Commissioner Suwanamalik-Murphy motions to approve the resolution [2550 Irving - Affordable Housing], seconded by Commissioner Tanaka. Motion passes by roll call vote.

Roll call vote: Aye / Nay / Abstain
Jayden Tanaka, Aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, Aye
Plyfia Suwanamalik-Murphy, Aye
Calvin Quick, Aye
Gabrielle Listana, Aye
Adrianna Zhang, Aye
Gracie Veiga, Aye
Ariana Arana, Aye
Rome Jones, Aye
Erika Morris, Aye
Arsema Asfaw, Aye
Sarah Cheung, absent
Sarah Ginsburg, Aye
Nora Hylton, Aye
Amara Santos, Aye
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, Aye

6. Legislation Referred (All Items to Follow are Discussion and Possible Action)

A. [Inform + Decision] BOS File No. 210405 [Hearing - Food Insecurity and Hunger in San Francisco]
   Sponsors: Supervisors Ronen, Haney, Safai, Chan
   Presenter: Amy Bienart, D9 Legislative Staff
   (Document E)

Tabled until after 6pm and after item 7.

Amy:
Hearing won’t be anything that the Budget and Appropriations Committee votes on, an informational hearing scheduled this Wednesday on item 4, around 2/2:30pm. The issue of food security has been significant since 2012; Sophie Maxwell created Food Security Task Force, 2018 Norman Yee extended timeline, up for sunset this summer, and is looking to extend that and restructuring and strengthening the ability for the food security task force to be responsive to the needs of people in the city. Prior to Covid19, common report in 2019 before covid hit, 1 in 4 San Franciscans faces food insecurity, aside from food insecurity, food distributions and food banks yet 1 in 4 food insecurity, and really this what we’re looking at there are the health impacts that come in food insecurity and level of stress on the body and child development and of course on city’s economy. Food insecurity really spiked during covid, low income folks - had highest level of illness, job loss, rent instability, housing instability are the same people facing
food insecurity. The city covid command center to make sure meals were distributed to people housed in shelter in place hotel rooms and very quick mobilization and created large scale food distribution mobilization such as Homey and Mission Food Hub, have been life saving. Volunteers and donations across the city to respond to this crisis. Putting this at the forefront in people’s minds, when the board of supervisors when the priorities in the budget season, food security as budget priorities, in match the food security task force, annual report and recommendations with data analysis, showed the crisis and innovations that have been developed and gaps still facing there. What do we take and not that hunger is switched off when health order is back at normal status. As I have learned, the city’s response to food security is to decentralize some work that happens through hsa, unified school district, housing and supportive housing, and different places in a coordinated way and get a sense of where the dollars are. even in dph - multiple threads of funding are very hard to track. out of the hearing, a series of presenting, food security task force (dph), office of racial equity (called out food security as vision and values pillars) - racial and sociosecurity, food sovereignty than just meals to people, hsa (largest distributor of food), and sfusd lots and lots of kids and makes sure to very quickly respond when schools are closed urgency that food depending on school to get breakfast and lunch to get those meals. More to be done. and takes advocacy to do that. We want to and we will have both the Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing and Office of Economic Workforce Development to answer questions if community members have any, not just food distribution but pipeline and production, how does it go back to the economy, jobs for food distribution. quick responses - fuel and food out of chinatown and sf new deal, hiring and contracting local restaurants to provide food to people sheltered. figuring ways to knit things together. Hoping that it’ll be robust, I can't get through everything in one hearing, but depth of discussion in food security in the long term, and I'm glad to have several cosponsors and willing to get engaged and active work around this. And time for the board to come together and big moves.

Questions:
Commissioner Santos: national issue for the decade and exacerbated during the pandemic and will remain an issue. any ideas or initiatives to have educational aspects to this that is meaningful and sustainable BIPOC communities know how food insecurity impact them or programs young people to be in it and equip themselves to support themselves and their communities.

Amy: informational but in bac, what happens during the budget season, departmental hearings and digging deep no one department for food security but flagged issue of high priority, goal of hearing is to have a chance to understand how the city is addressing food security and using their budget authority to respond to some of those, but in regard to young people. Lots of places to plug in we are looking at reforming and restructuring food security task force considering what kinds of seats should be included in that body and a youth seat is what's needed. we've been working quite a bit with urban agriculture like stewards of urban nutrition network, coalition of urban sprouts at june jordan, hummingbird form (poder), alemany farm (stand alone in rec and park land), they are working to build some of the educational aspects of urban agriculture to be closer to the food system and looking to funding for paid internships and so does alemany farm.

Commissioner Quick: second what Commissioner Santos said and echo the need for a youth seat. Appreciate explaining the way different departments are working together. You mentioned SFUSD, who provides a lot of food programs, I didn't hear you mention DCYF. It would be important to have interconnection with DCYF and ensure accessibility for programs to work on food insecurity. Is DCYF going to present or get more information about what's happening with these programs:
Amy: for the sake of keeping the hearing within a reasonable time frame we didn't ask 8 departments to present, DCYF is very involved and I hear you. Children not having access to food is higher than what we want it to be. I think this is something we can do in follow up. We invited them for questions, but I'm not sure they will be. The outcomes we gather from the hearing will determine what the next steps are.

Commissioner Hylton: about programs you mentioned earlier that popped up because of the pandemic. Are the programs like in District 3, are they publicly/city funded or community funded?
Amy: I believe they are a combination. Give to SF, a city created grant, gave out money and also funding from FEMA from the federal government. I can't fully answer your question.

Commissioner Hylton: specifically for young people, I know SFUSD and the City are separate. Not sure if this program is funded by SFUSD or the City, in the summer there is a program where there are lunch centers that give out free food. Are they happening this summer?
Amy: I’m not sure. I’m sure SFUSD will address this during their report.

Discussion:
Commissioners asked to review their recommendations and questions that were captured during the Q&A portion.

Questions:
1. What is the city in general doing to fund programs that are community funded, how does the city plan to help these grass roots/mutual aid efforts? (nora)
2. DCYF - how are food programs integrated into DCYF’s service provider’s programs
3. What is going to happen for the families that were relying on the free food programs that were offered during the pandemic
4. In what ways can food insecurity be measured in SF?
5. What is being done financially and how is the city creating relationships with community
6. What are possible collaborations for SFUSD to get involved for food insecurity and for healthier meals at public schools and meals that are culturally relevant to students of color?
7. How can we make sure that folks who are doing the work right now (community) are being acknowledged and paid?
8. How do City and COunty departments expand on how they talk about food insecurity. It is not binary. It doesn’t always mean that someone doesn’t have food. How do we talk about having these conversations with community members?

Recommendations:
- A compensated youth seat to the food security task force and have it be available to undocumented youth.

There is no public comment.

Commissioner Quick motions to support the hearing with the said recommendations and questions stated into the record, seconded by Commissioner Santos. The motion passes by a roll call vote.

Roll call vote: Aye / Nay / Abstain
Jayden Tanaka, Aye
7. **Presentations (All Items to Follow are Discussion and Possible Action)**

A. [Inform + Possible Discussion] San Francisco Public Library (SFPL) Services
   Presenter: Cathy Cormier, Program Manager at The Mix, SFPL

Cathy:
We along with the SFPL closed for in person services but providing public services through SF go. We are crossing our fingers to be able to open the full library by June.

Browse and Bounce Program - any help with library card sfplinfo.org or no family members, email me cathy.cormier@sfpl.org virtual programming and printer availability on library. Open today. Fast limited services. mission break more locations to open all the time. Library locations have been closed.

Now open at the Main Library and coming soon to Chinatown (opening May 17) and Mission Bay (opening May 18) Branch Libraries, the Library’s new, express in-person service Browse & Bounce offers several key services with safety at the fore. In the initial launch, you can now browse the First Floor Collection at the Main Library, including the newly-refreshed Lucky Day collection of recently released popular titles. Additionally, the browsing shelves on the first floor—which Main Library fans know as fiction and graphic novels—has expanded to include Spanish-language titles to appeal to an even larger population. Music and movies are also available for immediate gratification. Eager readers and devourers of library materials may use self-checkout stations in order to minimize contact. The Main Children's Center will open on Monday, 5/10.

Summer Stride Annual Program -
We have events happening everyday, virtual - I know no sat / act for colleges but we have partnerships with orgs programs that you would have to pay for in the library, test prep with studysmart tutors. We have a lot of teen months at the library. currently celebrating asam and book club.
Author talks, reading lists and book giveaways
STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) learning
Mindful experiences in nature
Workforce development opportunities for teens
Meaningful connections for all ages for our diverse community

Kpop dance class is offered.

**Mix things - offering free classes with sf rec and parks teaching artists.** drop off and learn from professional animators. continued to be offered in the summer. free virtual programming for teens and summer sessions

**SFPL is open!**
Current services - [SFPL Browse and Bounce](https://sfpl.org/browse-and-bounce) and SFPL To Go – more locations re-opening every day.

All public library programs/events are virtual through Summer 2021, including our awesome annual [Summer Stride](https://sfpl.org/summer-stride) learning, reading and exploration program for all ages and abilities.

- Great FREE virtual programs happening daily for all ages (classes including college test prep, bookclubs, story-time programs and much more).
- Currently celebrating [Asian American Pacific Islander (AAPI) Heritage Month](https://sfpl.org/aapi-heritage-month)
- Upcoming AAPI program of interest for teens: [Demonstration K-Pop Class with Lydia Chon from Rae Studios](https://sfpl.org/free-virtual-programming-teens), Saturday, 5/29, 1-1:45 pm

Current teen virtual programs for ages 13-18 led by SF Recreation and Parks teaching artists, sponsored by The Mix: [https://sfpl.org/free-virtual-programming-teens](https://sfpl.org/free-virtual-programming-teens)

Summer teen virtual programs for ages 13-18 led by SF Recreation and Parks teaching artists, sponsored by The Mix (two 4-week sessions)

- Session 1: 6/14 – 7/9
- Session 2: 7/12 – 8/6

Coming soon: partnership with SFMade, opportunity for teens to learn about potential careers through tours at local manufacturers (chocolate, ceramics, skateboards and more)

Questions about your library card? Email info@sfpl.org
Questions about The Mix? Email themix@sfpl.org

Questions:

Commissioner Santos - wow uses sfpl and opening in safe equitable way, with leading safer space for marginalized people to be and not loitered, for company internships what requirements will there be for employment. undocumented youth to apply

Cathy: That’s a good question and thank you for asking. The Mix was designed by teens who were hired and some youth were undocumented. I’m not sure what the process will be for moving forward. I know this is really important, I will pass this on to my manager. My current answer right now is I don’t know, but I appreciate this reminder. I will follow up with you when I have the answer.

B. **[Inform] John F. Kennedy Drive & Great Highway - Street Closures**

Presenter: David Long, San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Staff (Document F)

Golden Gate Park Stakeholder Working Group and Action Framework - will not talk about the Great Highway.

Working Group: this group did not make a recommendation/decision about JFK - those decisions were made by SFMTA & Park & Rec. The group developed a set of shared values and needs.
Goals of Working Group:
- Sandra Fewer - Advance conversation and build consensus among major stakeholders about shared values and needs.
- identify ways to improve travel to, from and within GGP

Timeline:
- April 2020 Mayor Breed designates JFK Drive car-free on weekdays
- Fall 2020 District 1 Commissioner Fewer requests a working group to assess park access needs
- Now Findings of the working group
- Next Steps Rec/Park and SFMTA process builds on working group findings to evaluate alternatives for JFK Drive and improve park access

JFK Drive has: 18% of the total parking East of Transverse Dr. 27% of the total accessible parking East of Transverse Dr.

Working Group Membership 17 active members representing:
- Short distance park visitors and adjacent neighborhoods
- Long distance park visitors
- Citywide park interests
- Park institutions
- Merchants
- Pedestrians
- Bicyclists
- People with disabilities
- Seniors
- Families with children
SFCTA Report is on the website.

Findings — Needs
● Access for key groups, including youth, seniors, people with disabilities, communities of color, and park volunteers
● Clear wayfinding signage for pedestrians, bicycles, and vehicles
● Improved signage for the park shuttle
● Safe access from adjacent neighborhoods
● Safe and efficient transit
● Access for children
● Improved parking management
● Enable regional tourism
● Provide clear communications
● Clarify decision making process

Questions:
Commissioner Quick: clarifying questions, in one of the slides on proposed actions - that departments can take out of the stakeholder group there’s mentioned on improved signage for the shuttle. what is the current routes and general efficiency? where does the shuttle go not just to signage but to routes, and who the shuttle serves right now.

Answer: The shuttle runs along JFK right now. I believe it runs along the eastern half of GGP, along JFK. It used to be longer (pre covid). The action framework identifies additional signage and redesigning the shuttle service.

Commissioner Quick: along the same lines, the slide where you talk about the transit routes and improvements to the 44 which directly goes into the park. these improvements are important and should be considered. I’m wondering if the 29 Improvement Project is also being thought of how it can better connect other SF residents to the park through this bus. Could you speak to these connections>
Answer: If Chris Kidd has any details about the 29. Chris from SFMTA, planner from the subdivision. The 29 and proposal to create a 29 Rapid line is still being talked about and staff are actively working on it. However, it is a resource problem as of now bc we are all working on COVID recovery. There is a great interest and desire to bring the 29 Rapid service to the city. We currently don’t have a timeline bc of the work our office is doing rn for opening back up.

Commissioner Quick: thank you and glad to hear you thinking about this. A few slides ago you identified that the MTA has or intends to replace the accessible parking spaces that are no longer available on JFK bc of the closure - how many spaces are affected and how/when do you intend to replace them and where are you going to place them?

Answer: 26 accessible spaces along JFK but are no longer available. 3 were just added on Nancy Pelosi street. In the final report of the working group there is a map where you can see where all the spaces were. Adding new spaces is not as simple as laying down new paint. There needs to be a new structure to make this happen and the efforts are ongoing. Brian from SF Park and Rec is on the line and he can answer. Brian: we just added 3 spots near the Conservatory of Flowers and added 5 spaces near MLK drive and converted 4 spaces behind the bandshell for everyday accessible spots. We are working to convert that lot into an accessible parking lot. Bc of the way the lot is designed we need to re pave it and add accessible pads to the museums. This will come in the next coming months with no exact date. we will meet and exceed the 26 original spaces.

Commissioner Quick: thank you and will encourage that work to continue. Last question, the equity study that Sup. Walton requested, you said you're moving fwd with that in July. What’s the timeline for this? Because the YC is concerned about that and feel strongly that there needs to be a conversation about this. Historically it’s been an issue and the July date surprised me because its 2 months away.

Answer: it is really crucial that this equity study that is being ran by SFCTA, works with SFMTA and Park and Rec. Right now, both those agencies are hoping to bring alternatives by October so SFCTA is trying to match the same timeline. The reason this request is coming at the time is because of procedural processes and how the SFCTA board works to approve these things. We will likely be working prior to this because we expect an approval.

Commissioner Zhang: a clarifying question, I know you’re providing a framework, how will you ensure this framework will be implemented?

Answer: great question. The framework involves a lot and will be broken up to long term and short term actions, a total of 42 items. Some will take longer than others. The priorities will be set as we do outreach and the 2 agencies work to bring forward a recommendation. so ill say these things haven't been set yet and will come in the coming months.

Brian: the emergency ordinance says that after 120 days of the expiration, it behooves the city and everyone involved to get this process rolling

Christopher: also clarify that all the people on this call today wrote the framework together and we are the key staff to move this outreach process forward. We are all responsible for doing what is in the document. It also serves as an accountability source.
Commissioner Santos: I heard a lot of the government collaboration. Wondering what the community involvement is here?

Answer: I can speak to how it will likely look, it is in flux and subject to change. For now core questions we are trying to answer is:
- who is traveling to JFK
- Who is not traveling and why
- who would like to and what are the barriers
We will most likely need a focus group and some surveys.

Christopher: we are not too far along for the public outreach phase. we want to get their input and we have a lot of overlapping methods. previous exp in bayview transportation plan and experience working in community to fully bear and bring to outreach efforts.

Brian: this is in formation, any particular comments to send and priorities and areas or ideas of particular engagement limited amount of time and resources to give thoughtful ideas.

Commissioner Quick: along those lines we have heard from bike coalition and from d1 supervisor’s office - targeted outreach to and representation of youth in processes for deciding how to move forward with this and urge rec park, cta, and work to outreach to youth communities and i know i will and staff can share opportunities for survey for focus groups we really want to promote youth engagement there and mta to specifically, youth commission est a youth transportation advisory board that's a body that'll be useful to reach out to solicit feedback on accessibility of park via transit and youth compensation in public outreach more accessible for low income youth and folks to have jobs to afford or should not be asked to bear the burden of providing labor compensation free.

Commissioner Hylton: focus group or stakeholder that already happened, far and close to park - and other diverse categories, can you share about who were already included in stakeholder meeting.

Answer: A full list of the participants is available in the report. Districts 1, 4, and 5 had reps present, no one from D3 or D10 was able to attend.

Commissioner Hylton: any long distance representatives?

Answer: district 7 and regional travelers were included

Commissioner Hylton thanked the presenter and SFMTA and Park and Recreation staff for answering questions.

8. **Youth Commission Business (All Items to Follow are Discussion and Possible Action)**

   A. [Decision] [Second Reading] Resolution No. 2021-AL-12 [John F. Kennedy Drive & Great Highway Closures Resolution]
      Sponsor: Commissioners Tanaka and Quick
      Presenter: Commissioner Tanaka
      (Document G)
Commissioner Tanaka: Added 2 new changes to reflect new information and statistics of make up of who is utilizing JFK drive and current parking spaces available.

There is public comment.

Public comment: Luke of Kid Safe SF, thank commissioner for work to support the resolution and it being a people first space. In support of this resolution.

Commissioner Santos: appreciates language in resolution but doesn’t see anything in the resolution about action steps for including D10 and D11 in the decision. This would impact them in a challenging and difficult way. What is being done to have these district perspectives considered in the JFK closure?

Commissioner Quick: for resolved clauses relating to JFK took language from the motion that passed from YC two meetings ago in support of the closure with a lot of parameters from the Bicycle Closure presentation. First resolve clause ‘effort on equity and access to newly created open space across the city…” and page 3 last resolve clause is trying to push MTA and CTA on robust transit options for those further away from GGP, and second to last resolve clause on Page 4 ‘restoring frequent shuttles from all over the city especially the Southeast’. Commissioner Quick can add in language in the last resolved clause to specifically address D10 and D11.

Commissioner Quick read in a new, non substantial clause relating to D10 and D11 on effects of closure of JFK closure to cars.

Commissioner Quick motions to incorporate the clauses/amendments into the record, seconded by Commissioner Zhang. Motion passes by a roll call vote.

Commissioner Santos explains her nay given the systemic distrust of city and council to not incorporate D10 and D11.

Roll call vote: Aye / Nay / Abstain
Jayden Tanaka, Aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, Aye
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, Aye
Calvin Quick, Aye
Gabrielle Listana, Aye
Adrianna Zhang, Aye
Gracie Veiga, Aye
Ariana Arana, Aye
Rome Jones, Aye
Erika Morris, Aye
Arsema Asfaw, Aye
Sarah Cheung, absent
Sarah Ginsburg, Aye
Nora Hylton, Aye
Amara Santos, Nay
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, Aye

Commissioner Hylton reopens discussion.
Commissioner Santos explains that she supports the amendment, but the nay vote was for the concerns if the city and county of San Francisco will equally include voices of D10 and D11.

No public comment. Commissioner Quick motions to approve the resolution as amended, seconded by Commissioner Tanaka. Motion passes by a roll call vote.

**Roll call vote: Aye / Nay / Abstain**

- Jayden Tanaka, Aye
- Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
- Lillian Tang, Aye
- Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, Aye
- Calvin Quick, Aye
- Gabrielle Listana, nay
- Adrianna Zhang, Aye
- Gracie Veiga, Aye
- Ariana Arana, Aye
- Rome Jones, Aye
- Erika Morris, Aye
- Arsema Asfaw, nay
- Sarah Cheung, absent
- Sarah Ginsburg, Aye
- Nora Hylton, Aye
- Amara Santos, Nay
- Stephen “Rocky” Versace, Aye

B. [Decision] [Second Reading] Resolution No. 2021-AL-14 [Student Pedestrian Safety During School Reopening - Slow Streets]  
   Sponsor: Commissioner Quick  
   Presenter: Commissioner Quick  
   (Document H)

Commissioner Quick: remember that this resolution is a reaction to City’s action on how to provide safe avenues for students to get to school when public schools go back to in person learning. SFMTA has not been able or willing to commit to 100% service restoration. Many lines (29) serve a lot of schools and those lines are more frequently crowded during school commute hours and even restoring 100% service by Fall would be insufficient for allowing social distancing on buses. SFMTA has admitted because of labor shortages and cost issues they have offered for students to have certain streets closed to thru traffic and some blocks, around schools, can walk/bike to school safely.

There is no public comment.

Commissioner Hylton motions to approve the items with recommendations indicated from the agenda packet, seconded by Commissioner Zhang.

**Roll call vote: Aye / Nay / Abstain**

- Jayden Tanaka, Aye
- Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
- Lillian Tang, Aye
- Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, Aye
Calvin Quick, Aye
Gabrielle Listana, Aye
Adrianna Zhang, Aye
Gracie Veiga, Aye
Ariana Arana, Aye
Rome Jones, Aye
Erika Morris, Aye
Arsema Asfaw, Aye
Sarah Cheung, absent
Sarah Ginsburg, Aye
Nora Hylton, Aye
Amara Santos, Aye
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, Aye

9. Committee Reports (Discussion Only)
   A. Executive Committee
      a. LAO
         i. not a lot to report admin code - consultation on filing of juvenile delinquency (next june meeting if all goes to plan)
         ii. mayor’s budget drops just 2 weeks away
      b. Comms
         i. yc podcast is up and running because of a 10k grant! we can start getting the ball rolling on our ideas, young person for intro music and logo and get equipment to have a functioning podcast, laptop and mics we went all out on budget.
         ii. Please support with yc app outreach, not many apps. Maybe it’s because AP exams, if you can repost the yc on ig or social media, share with 5 of your friends that’ll be really helpful to make it as inclusive and hear as many perspectives as possible. template in weekly internal - last friday in email template or just contact me or commissioner asfaw or austin about any questions.
         iii. soliciting ideas for a name
      c. General Committee Updates
         i. we are encouraging other commissioners to not vote for the way the commission is going to go, issue not raised yet, not in comment or question, voice that before they vote......what we’ve been seeing...vote how you feel and opinions, beneficial to the commission we know what your opinions are and how the community would react so we ask.
         ii. We are all learning and seeking to do better, gentle ideas in Exec for how to run our meetings together to get participation up too.
   B. Civic Engagement
      a. continued with poll discussion, going over a research brief and sample survey made by league of women voters and generation citizens by late july - august survey launch
   C. Housing and Land Use
      a. went over current events and grand challenge updates
   D. Transformative Justice
      a. narcan training, and presentation on tay services for pretrial diversion, upcoming next week meeting with sf bike coalition with community alternatives to traffic enforcement in D6, frisco copwatch training and looking out.
   E. OCOF
10. **Staff Report (Discussion Only)**
   - Reminder for Interview Training - who has capacity to support
     - Nora, Ariana, Gracie, Rome, Rocky, Sarah C.
     - Sarah G. more capacity after June 1st
   - Anyone available for #30RightNow rally (1 pm (Tues))
     - “Big News - #30rightnow - mayor breed in writing made a commitment to haney that fully funded this year. Hi, all, in 24 hours, I expect you all to be in front of City Hall for the #30RightNow rally, we will be gathering in front of the City Hall steps at 12:45pm (there’s a chance we might move over to Civic Center across the street, so please prepare to move if it comes to that), and speakers will begin at 1pm
     - Here is the setlist (subject to change)
       - Myself - Welcome
       - TBD - Land Acknowledgment
       - Myself - Introductory Remarks
       - Supervisor Matt Haney (2 min)
       - Supervisor Dean Preston (2 min)
       - Cheryl Shanks (3 min)
       - Tracey Mixon (3 min)
       - **Possible YCer (3 min)** - Calvin (will be going but not sure about speaking)
       - Freddy Martin of SDA (3 min)
       - Curtis Bradford (3 min)
       - Possible Open Mic/Chants
       - Closing Performance by Skywatchers
     - We also need help with the following
       - Mic sanitizing (TPC and CHP will be bringing a PA system)
       - Police liaison
       - Livestreaming on various social media channels
   - **B Magic Event | A Program of the San Francisco Public Defender's Office**
     - July 20th
     - August 17th
     - September 21st
     - October 19th
     - November 16th
     - All are on a Tuesday from 1pm-3pm. The age group of participants varies, but I believe almost everyone is an adult because there are about 50-60 organizations represented. Hope this helps, let me know if you have any further questions.
     - Presenters are given 20 minutes total: 10-15 for presentations then 5-10 for Q&A.
       - Who is available to present in convener meetings?
         - maybe: Ariana a, Arsema Asfaw, Nora Hylton
   - **Mental Health Forum! Friday, May 21, 5-6:30pm**
     - Mad Mob SF is excited to launch our first public event addressing the right to peer-led mental health services in the community!
     - Come learn more about peer-led community mental services and to share your thoughts, experiences, and desires when it comes to mental health treatment.
To attend please RSVP:  https://bit.ly/3fbPUsH

11. **Announcements (This Includes Community Events)**

   No announcements.

12. **Adjournment**

   Chair adjourns the meeting at 7:44 pm. Thanks for the time and work. Have a good week.